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Communication and Self-Care in
Times of Stress
How has the past year been traumatic?
How does traumatic stress manifest in us?
How does traumatic stress affect our ability
to communicate?
What can we do to help ourselves?



























 Factors of Trauma
Christine Courtois, in It's Not You, It's What Happened to You
"Trauma is any event or experience (including
witnessing) that is physically and/or psychologically
overwhelming to the exposed individual" 
We tend to think of events and experiences as short-
term, but the pandemic is an event and experience that




































Cultivating healthy relationships with yourself and others:
 


















Be present in the conversation
Be Honest/Authentic
We sense when people are hiding something from us
Balance honesty with age-appropriate and role-appropriate
language
It’s okay to say “I don’t know”  
Communication
Boundaries
Be aware of your own internal reaction. 
Own your feelings 
Be aware of how your specific past affects your reaction so
you don’t project onto others. 
Don’t ask questions if you don’t want an honest answer. 




Help define emotions/give language to the specific struggle 
Feelings lists
Validate the range of emotions someone may feel 
Help students identify specific language for their experience
instead of cliches or diagnoses
Involve parents 
Communication
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